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ACTIVITY REPORT
1) On the First day, a courtesy call to the Office of the Municipal Agriculturist office was
conducted, we informed the office the purpose of the trip. After the courtesy call we
visited West town Resort Hotel to have a ocular inspection on the rooms and meeting
venue, we meet the sales representative of West town Resort, she accommodate us and
accompany in the ocular of room and venue, we also discussed the room price as well as
the meals for the workshop. We also gave her the Request for Quotation Form provided
by the office for her to fill up on their rates.
2) We also visited Darayonan Lodge to canvas rates for room and venue as well as their
meeting packages. The group had an ocular in the rooms and venue, rooms in Darayonan
Lodge has 1 queen size bed and two single bed, other rooms have 3 single bed. For the
meeting room they offered their restaurant area. We also provided them Request for
Quotation Form used by the office for her to fill up on their rates.
3) After Darayonan Lodge, we visited Coron Village Lodge, it located right after darayonan
Lodge, they offered twin sharing room for the participants, but the meeting venue has a
usage fee of Php 5,000.00 for 8 hours. They provided us list of menus for meeting package.
We also provided them Request for Quotation Form used by the office. For the three
hotels visited, Darayonan hotel offers the lowest rate and has a free function room for the
meeting. We also visited Villa Kadin Grand Vista Resort and provided them Request for
Quotation form, unfortunately we did not have an opportunity to view the rooms because
it’s all occupied by the resort guest by the time we visit.
4) On the second day we observed and monitored sampling and data collection of fisheries
enumerators assigned in Coron, we visited Brgy. Tagumpay fish landing site, we observed
landings fisherman using bagnet, majority of the catch were anchovies, and reef
anchovies. A total of six boats landed that morning. After the sampling we had a short
meeting with the enumerators. We meet the new additional enumerator Mr. Raffy
Agustin.
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Actual Sampling of Fisheries Enumerator in Coron Fish Landing Site
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